
Robert Smith
Restaurant Shift Manager

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Seasoned Restaurant Shift Manager with more than seven years of management experience in the
restaurant industry. Excellent critical thinking, time management, and developmental skills. Track 
record of achieving exceptional results in customer satisfaction, company standards, and 
maintaining store budget.

SKILLS

Typing speed 45 wpm, Outstanding communication , Bilingual plus Portuguese, Computer: 
Word,Windows,Excel,Internet Explorer,Outlook,Opera,Ted,DPMS,Hotel Extranet,convention 
registration.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Restaurant Shift Manager
ABC Corporation  2008 – 2008 
 Responsible for the customer as well as employee satisfaction Perform training related to, 

high volume kitchen work, POS training, opening/closing of the restaurant, cash, and bank 
duties.

 Unloaded and certified accuracy of truck deliveries.
 Selected Contributions During 4 years of attending school full time moved from starting crew 

to shift management position by age 18.
 Experienced efficiently operating shifts with 20+ employees at a time.
 Maintained a 3.94 GPA average in college while working 30+ hours weekly.
 In Charged of Inventory Control of Food and Beverages.
 Hired and Trained Restaurant Staff.

Restaurant Shift Manager
Delta Corporation  2002 – 2007 
 The managed crew of 8 personnel Maintained equipment, supplies, and inventory Established 

a positive and professional work environment while maintaining.
 Cash audits of cashier drawers, answering phones and taking messages for the store 

manager, recording daily vendor and cashier logs into database systems, .
 Employment Type Full Time (30 Hours or More) I was in charge of my own crew of four.
 Did prep, cleaning, and some inventory. I was in charge of money handling. I saw to all 

catering orders.
 And made sure my crew followed coed of conduct rules.
 Effectively leads the restaurant during a shift to ensure that excellent restaurant operations 

are consistently achieved Lead each shift by.
 Customer service, administrative responsibilities, managed crew members, and trained new 

employees, Assisted in general technical and financial services.

EDUCATION

BA
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